
Hello Jin Shin Jyutsu Community 

 

Time to host our SPECIAL TOPIC CLASS in Southern California, Long Beach.  Please take 

advantage of the EARLY BIRD registration before April 21, 2018.  We are hosting Anita 

Willoughby, with the subject:   BRAIN, NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND THE SPINE. 

 

Anita Willoughby is a physio-philosopher who has practiced Jin Shin Jyutsu for 34 years.  Her 

experience as a dancer, mother and healer, along with the study of Kabbalah and yoga, provide her 

with a rich garden of knowledge.  Anita uses humor, physicality, myth and stories to teach an 

expansive perspective of JSJ.  She instills in students an understanding of JSJ as a fluid way to 

approach and engage body, mind and spirit in our ever-changing daily lives.  Anita has a full time 

practice in NYC, where she resides with her family. 

  

Syllabus:   

Through our study of Jin Shin Jyutsu, we understand the importance of the Main Central Vertical 

Universal Harmonizing Energy on the metaphysical level.  On the Physical level, we know the brain, 

the spinal cord and the nervous systems are important and complex systems in our body.  This 

relationship to the MCVUHE cannot be underestimated.  We will study the depths on the head, the 

brain, the spine, the nervous system, and pages 38-39, Text 1 to see more clearly the connections 

between physical anatomy and the metaphysical energy.  Together we will explore how the brain and 

the spine process the LIGHT of the 7th depth, and how the nervous system communicates those 

messages throughout the body. 

 

As a part of this process we will look at the 6th depth energetic creation of our MCVUHE/spine.  We 

will see the Main Central for what it is, a lightning rod for the LIGHT of at the 7th depth. 

The Hampton Inn Long Beach Airport is hosting us, with room for travelers at a Jin Shin Jyutsu 

event price of $159.00 a night.  Click on the link below for reservations.  The hotel is located 3/4 of a 

mile North of Long Beach Airport, 3771 Lakewood Blvd. LB, CA 90808,  if any of you would like 

to fly.  They offer free shuttle pick up, with advanced notice.  Overnight parking is 

$5.00.  Refrigerators in rooms. 

 

Click the link below: 

http://group.hamptoninn.com/jinshinjyutsu  
 

You may also call the hotel, ask for reservations at: 562-425-0012, for the JSJ event. 

 

Starbucks and 4 eateries right across the street, with a NEW shopping center, anchor Wholefoods 

365, picnic court, and stores within walking distance- all NEW to the area. 

 

If you have any questions, please call me, Susan Galvao- 562-896-8165, 

or Shelley Piser - 818-324-5382. 

 

Time is of the essence for EARLY BIRD.  DON'T WAIT!! 

 

--  

Blessings, Susan 

 

http://group.hamptoninn.com/jinshinjyutsu

